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71. “Not that I loved caesar less but that I loved Rome
more” are the words of

1. Caesar 2. Brutus 3. Antony 4. Cassivs
72. In the play, Julius caesar, the following are the

senators except
1. cicero 2. publius 3. popilivs 4. cinna

73. Shakespeare wrote ...........
1. 37 plays 2. 36 plays 3. 40 plays 4. 41 plays

74. “Me thought I heard a voice cry sleep no more!”
Who said these words?
1. Lady macbeth 2. Macbeth
3. Macduff 4. Malcolm

75. Form of fiction may be called
1. Essay 2. Short story   3. Novel 4. All

76. The tragic flaw of macbeth is
1. ambitions 2. injustice
3. Hate 4. Jealousy

77. “To be or not to be” is a fine example of
1. Dramatic monologue 2. Soliloguy
3. Satire 4. Farce

78. Who popubrized ode ?
1. Abraham cowley 2. Wordsworth
3. Pindar 4. P.B. Shelly

79. The figures of Speech in “O bird, awake and sing!” is
1. personfication 2. Apostrophe
3. Metaphor 4. Simile

80. The Rhyme scheme of Nations strength is
1. Ab ab - cd cd 2. Ab cd abcd
3. AABB cd cd 4. None

81. “And both that morning equally by”. That morning
refersto

1. spring 2. summer 3. at autumn 4. winter
82. Up in the air I go flying again.

Here flying is
1. present participle 2. gerund
3. non finite verb 4. all

83. What is the key word of Because I could not stop
for Death ?

1. Immortality 2. Civility
3. Death 4. Setting sun

84. The poet compares the annual celebration of
mother’s day to

1. chines house 2. yello rice
3. holding cendle before god once a year    4. all

85. Which phrase suggests that the woman’s life is
successful ?

1. fruitful pride 2. limpid glory
3. heart’s desire 4. none
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86. “We bear her along like a pearl on a string”.
The speaker of the above lines is
1. sarojini naidu 2. queens
3. young women 4. palenquin bearers

87. “And that has made all the differences” what is
meant by that ?

1. The travel 2. The road
3. The choice 4. The thought

88. The poem ‘UPAGUPTA’ is collected from
1.The fruit gathering 2. The gitanjali
3. The gardner 4. None

89. The poem ‘where the mind is without fear’ is a/an
1. prose-poetry 2. sonnet
3. elegy 4. ode

90. ‘A spring morning’ poem has .......
1. Terza Rhyme 2. Royal Rhyme
3. Spenserian Rhyme 4. all

91. What does an adult learn from a child?
1. obedience 2. moral
3. innocence 4. silence

92. I silently laugh at my own conotaph. The laught at
means

1. fun of 2. gaza at 3. blitter at 4. mock at
93. “They swore the man would Die” Here they refers

to
1. chritiens 2. neighbours  3. people 4. dogs

94. You bey ..... I hope Jimmy has done half as well
Choose the suitable punctuation mark.
1. comma 2. full stop
3. exclamation 4. question mark

95. “If this world had just a few more like him, believe
me, it would certainly have been a different place”.

Here ‘him’ refers to
1. old man 2. datta
3. customer 4. photos & images

96. “I got up dozed and dejected and went out”
The above lines taken from
1. After twenty years 2. The gold frame
3. The nightingale and the rose
4. The face on the wall

97. The pronunciation of the last letters “hunched” is
1. |t| 2. |ed| 3. |d| 4. |id|

98. Which syllable is stressed in “Colligraphy” ?
1. first 2. second 3. third 4. fourth

99. He could not ........ his dreams
1. ful fill 2. reach 3. realise 4. 1 & 3

100. Will you stay tonight ?
What is the response to the above question?
1. No, Iam not leaving 2. Yes, Iam leaving
3. Yes, I will leave 4. No, Iam leaving

101. Mother’s day was published in
1. 1853 2. 1953 3. 1894 4. 1948

102. “Twenty years ago I knew a man called Jiggins,
who hod the Health Habit”. The narrator of the
sentence is

1. stephen leacock 2. Isaac asimov
3. Laxman 4. Priestley

 Read the following passage and answer
The policeman on the beat moved up the avenue

(103) The impressiveness (104) habitnal and not for
show, for spectators were (105). The time was barely
10’ o clock at night, (106) chilly gusts of wind with a
taste of rain in them.

103.1. impression 2. impressive
3. impressively 4. none

104.1. is 2. was
3. are 4. has

105.1. few 2. a few
3. little 4. a little

106.1. hence 2. then
3. yet 4. but

107. “Inspite of his poverty, he is honest” is a
1. simple sentence 2. compound sentence
3. complex sentence 4. none

108. He was careless. He did not win the match.
Choose the suitable if clause
1. If he was careless, he would have won the match
2. Unless he had been careless, he would have won

the match
3. If he were careless, he would n’t have wone the

match
4. None

109. Go to temple, ...........?
Choose the question tag.
1. will you 2. won’t you  3. do you 4. did you

110. She insists .........paying the fees.
Choose preposition
1. on 2. with 3. to 4. for

111. I know her. (Choose the passive voice)
1. she is knew to me 2. she is knows to me
3. she is known to me 4. no passive form

112. I have had enough of this
The underline word is
1. adverb 2. adjective 3. verb 4. noun

113. The committee picked out the best players for the
team.

The word/phrase picked out means.
1. removed 2. selected
3. opined 4. suspended
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114. What is the point at issue ?
What is the meaning of underlined phrase?
1. in dispute 2. in discussion
3. in quarrel 4. in conversation

115. I shot ........ ewe. (Identify the suitable article)
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. none

116. ‘That will be the postman, I think”.
The above sentence refers to
1. possibility 2. obligation
3. probability 4. offering help

117. I was annoyed .........I kept quiet
Choose the most suitable word
1. for 2. only 3. so 4. still

118. She said, “I was unwell” (Indirect speech)
1. She said that she had been unwell
2. She said that she had unwell
3. She said that she was unwell 4. All

119. Choose the suitable opposite for ‘Quibble’ is
1. evasion 2. cavil 3. pun 4. sincerity

120. Respond, reply, retort and rejoinder are synonyms
of

1. ask 2. answer 3. addict 4. accept
121. Choose the one word substitution for .......

‘Of animals living in flocks’
1. gregarious 2. extempore
3. etiquestte 4. epitaph

122. Which format is traditional format in letter writing?
1. Indented 2. Blocked
3. Fully Blocked 4. Semi blocked

123. A resume is usually used when applying for jobs in
1. schools 2. universities
3. colleges 4. business organization

124. “As he has lived so will he die” is a/an adverb
clause of comparison of

1. time 2. reason 3. manner 4. purpose
125. He loves to issue harsh to orders.

The underlined phrase / group words refers to
1. adverb phrase 2. noun phrase
3. adjective phrase 4. all

126. “We sow so that we may reap” is a
1. simple sentence 2. compound sentence
3. complex sentence 4. none

127. Which of the following is not an example for
disyllabic word?

1. mistake 2. cattle 3. doctor 4. shirt
128. Learning to form letters and words is a sub skill of

1. listening 2. speaking 3. reading 4. writing

129. ......... reading is a study which involves several
other skills besides reading.

1. scanning 2. intensive 3. extensive 4. none
130. The system of language that deals with sounds and

words and the word orders of a language is called
1. structure 2 sentence 3. phonetics 4. grammar

131. The word “Method” in ELT refers to
1. a set of principles 2. a set of assumptions
3. a set of procedures and steps   4. none

132. Every language has a set of ........rules that govern
its use . (fill the blanks)

1. Indefinite 2. definite
3. general 4. Integrated

133. How should the students be participated in oral
drills?

1. Chorous - Individual - Groups
2. Chorous - Groups Individuals
3. Individuals - Groups - Chorous
4. None

134. Micro - teaching is a scale down encounter. It
means

1. The teaching situation is simplified
2. The length of the lesson is shortened
3. The size of the class is reduced
4. All

135. In this method examples are first given and rules
are inferred later in

1. Inductive method 2. Deductive method
3. Traditional method 4. All

136. Words having affirmative and negative distributions
are called

1. content words 2. structural words
3. grammatically 4. substitude words

137. What does teaching of prose include ?
1. Novel 2. Composition    3. Story 4. All

138. Using a word bank and brain storms helps to build
1. ideas 2. vocabulary
3. writing skills 4. reading ability

139. Formative assessment is assessment
1. at learning 2. in learning
3. for learning 4. of learning

140. Remedial teaching refers to teaching
1. To address gaps in learning
2. To helps bright learners
3. After the regular school hours
4. To test learners periodically
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 2 51 1 101 2 151 2
2 3 52 4 102 1 152 4
3 1 53 3 103 3 153 1
4 4 54 2 104 2 154 1
5 3 55 3 105 1 155 4
6 3 56 4 106 4 156 3
7 1 57 2 107 1 157 2
8 4 58 4 108 2 158 1
9 3 59 4 109 2 159 3

10 2 60 2 110 1 160 1
11 4 61 1 111 3 161 1
12 3 62 1 112 4 162 2
13 4 63 4 113 2 163 1
14 1 64 4 114 1 164 1
15 2 65 3 115 1 165 3
16 1 66 3 116 3 166 1
17 1 67 4 117 4 167 2

SA ENGLISH ANSWER SHEET
DISTURBENCE  TEST.  (29.04.2015)

17 1 67 4 117 4 167 2
18 3 68 2 118 1 168 1
19 4 69 2 119 4 169 2
20 3 70 1 120 2 170 4
21 2 71 2 121 1 171 2
22 4 72 4 122 1 172 3
23 1 73 1 123 4 173 2
24 2 74 3 124 3 174 4
25 2 75 4 125 2 175 2
26 4 76 1 126 3 176 1
27 1 77 2 127 4 177 1
28 3 78 3 128 4 178 3
29 3 79 2 129 2 179 2
30 1 80 1 130 4 180 3
31 1 81 3 131 3 181 2
32 4 82 4 132 2 182 1
33 2 83 2 133 2 183 3
34 1 84 3 134 4 184 2
35 3 85 1 135 1 185 4
36 4 86 4 136 3 186 1
37 2 87 3 137 4 187 3
38 3 88 1 138 2 188 2
39 4 89 1 139 3 189 3
40 1 90 2 140 1 190 240 1 90 2 140 1 190 2
41 4 91 3 141 3 191 3
42 1 92 4 142 3 192 2
43 1 93 2 143 2 193 4
44 3 94 3 144 4 194 3
45 4 95 1 145 1 195 2
46 2 96 4 146 3 196 4
47 4 97 1 147 4 197 2
48 4 98 2 148 3 198 4
49 4 99 3 149 1 199 2
50 3 100 4 150 2 200 2


